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Namaste Dear Parents,
I hope that both you and your wards had a wonderful break. Dussehra is so symbolic of a good beginning
and that is exactly what we are looking forward to. All signs point to another incredible and productive term.
As soon as school begins, we will rush headlong into preparations and practices for the Founder's day
programme. We are sure that it will be another memorable celebration.
Moving on with the need of the hour, we are also expanding in terms of adding a different curriculum
to our base- the IGCSE. Suchitra will now offer CBSE as well as IGCSE Curriculum.
We believe that today, it opens the gateway to higher education wider in both our country as well as
abroad.
Cambridge helps students become confident, responsible, reflective, innovative and engaged. Ready to
tackle the demands of tomorrow’s world, capable of shaping a better world for the future. That’s why
success with Cambridge opens doors to the world’s best universities – in the US, the UK, Australia,
Canada and beyond.
Initially, we will begin with a few classes and slowly in time add more levels.. At the same time, we would
like to assure you that we stay committed to CBSE Board too.

Educational trips are among the most prominent of the formative years, largely because they are a welcome
break in the routine for both students and teachers. While their purpose is essentially to educate, they can also
be a fun bonding experience for everyone involved. Grades IV and V went to Vikarabad and the rest went to
Kodaikanal- what a host of memories they would have made! Parents were overwhelmingly happy with the
enthusiastic and happy tales that the children regaled them with and below are some of their 'thank you'
notes!

FROM VIKARABAD!
It has been a very well planned and
meticulously coordinated outing
and exposure for our kid. He
thoroughly enjoyed the excursion .

This trip was filled with outdoor
activities which the kids enjoyed
thoroughly and had lots of fun. Thank
you all for taking care of the kids.

This trip was filled with outdoor activities which
the kids enjoyed thoroughly and had lots of fun.
Thank you all for taking care of the kids.
Thanks for taking care of the kids
...Awesome trip, kids had a wonderful
time. We appreciate the updates received
via WhatsApp - prompt
communication...special thanks Mary
Ma’am and the team!

It was a great fun filled experience for
our son. Thanks to the coordinating
team for organizing such a wonderful
trip.Awaiting eagerly, but patiently for
the upcoming trips.
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AND THEN THERE WAS KODAIKANAL!
Thank you so much, my child really enjoyed the tour, he cannot get over his experiences . I was
really scared about the tour, but listening to my son's words - I am happy. He had enough trust
on all his mentors and friends. The trip was a success , thanks to all my son's friends for caring
for him, he just loved everything he did. Overall, the trip was a crazy lifetime experience for my
son, I am very thankful to the tour operators for encouraging him and thank you to all the
teachers for making my son happy.

Surya enjoyed the trip. Food
was very good . Well planned
and organized. Kudos to the
organizing team for taking care
of each child so well.

Sahith enjoyed the trip.He says the
Kodai camp was the highlight of the
tour. He liked Tamil cuisine. I liked
the way you all planned without
compromising on anything. Thanks for
taking care of my child.

My child thoroughly enjoyed the
whole trip. Adventure activities,
transport was all planed well. Thanks
to the school and Manga Ma'am for
taking good care of the kids.

The itinerary was awesome...My
child was very happy....He told
us that this was his best
excursion...The food was so
good.....The tour operators were
awesome.

The trip was a wonderful experience for the
kids. The destination was a very good
choice. It was well planned and according
to my child went exactly as per the
itinerary. The kid was well taken care too!

Thank you so much for taking care of our
kids...I am sure it was a very tiring and
exhausting few days for the mentors ... It's
not easy to take care of so many teenagers.
So thank you once again... My kids enjoyed
the trip to the core.

My son Krshiv was very happy with
the first 2 days. The last two days- he
felt that hygiene was not maintained.
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My daughter Priyom also enjoyed the trip though she had a little fever. Special
thanks to Manga ma'am for taking care of her. Destination and activities were good.
Everything was well planned except the time of arrival. As per the mail and meeting it
was intimated that kids will reach the school by 5 or 5.30 p.m. So we planned
accordingly but, there was change. Other than that everything was fine. It's not a easy
job to handle so many kids and for that a big thanks to entire team!

Hope you have noted the details - regarding change in school closing time. ( upto 3.30pm)..

With Reagrds
Renu Shorey
Director Principal, Suchitra Academy

Contributions: Deepa.K, Anne.I, Satya.S, Sujana.L, Sirisha.S,Dattu.J.V.N
You can check out our blog on http://suchitraacademy.wordpress.com/
Note : For more pictures of events visit us at https://www.facebook.com/suchitraacademy/

